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Abstract: Various control approaches for building thermal controls have been studied to improve
the energy use which determines a large part of the spatial thermal quality. This research compares
the performance of deterministic models and a network-based model to examine the aspects of
both energy consumption and thermal comfort. The single-switch deterministic model immediately
responds to indoor thermal conditions, but the network-based model sends better-fit signals derived
from learned data reflecting seven different climate conditions. As a result, the network-based model
improves the thermal comfort level by about 6.1% to 9.4% and the energy efficiency by about 1.8% to
39.5% as compared to a thermostat and a fuzzy model. In the case of a specific weather condition,
it can be confirmed that the process of finding efficient control values based on the network-based
learning algorithm is more efficient than the conventional deterministic models.

Keywords: design strategy; building space; energy use; human comfort; deterministic model;
network-based model

1. Introduction
1.1. Building Control Systems

For the performance improvement of heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC)
systems, various control methods have been studied in terms of mass, pressure, and speed
of air and fluid in energy supply systems. In order to precisely control them, several
mathematical and statistical approaches have tested their specific operating schedules and
tuning rules to optimize air and fuel use into boilers, generators, turbines, air handling
units, and even distribution networks [1,2]. Several statistical approaches were able to
produce effective results if they dealt with limited variables in their control processes.
However, if the number of variables that need to be addressed is over a certain level, the
time and manpower to calculate the results will increase exponentially. Thus, as with
building new algorithms, it has been consistently studied how to efficiently complement
existing algorithms through the calibration of tuning rules [3,4]. Complementing the con-
trol algorithms has successfully helped to improve the conventional systems through the
process of analyzing numerical data to adjust variables and revise internal algorithms. The
method has been used in mechanical control systems to optimize the amount of fuel and
supply air reflecting regression analyses from experimental and simulated studies [5,6].
The fast growth of computing devices has helped several research frameworks to use
data-driven methods that inevitably result in complex calculations. A thermostat which
consists of two different pieces of metal bolted together to form a bi-metal strip operates as
a bridge in the electrical circuit connected to the entire system. It has been widely used in
the field of thermal control due to the economic feasibility of manufacturing, installation,
and maintenance costs. However, this method is a form of operating mechanical switch
that physically responds to external conditions, and there is a limit to its use in the field of
sensitive controls based on the huge amount of data [7,8].
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1.2. Thermal Control Methods

The fuzzy inference system (FIS) and the artificial neural network (ANN) have been
utilized to efficiently manage data handled in several control processes. They have opti-
mized systems’ complex control strategies in the areas that require specific deterministic
algorithms in some ambiguous situations and network-based approaches in hidden rela-
tionships [9,10]. The system performance from several models mixing the thermal dynam-
ics and the FIS models was frequently compared to define the efficiency of fuel usage in
boilers. Plant-level control systems have been preferred due to the intuitive and immediate
economic benefits by the reduction of fuel costs. With some systematic strategies of com-
bining the statistical regression and the FIS models, parametric variations were examined
to define the efficient control rules of fuel use in boiler systems [10,11]. Data-driven control
approaches were developed to investigate fuel distribution for boiler or generation systems
by using the FIS deterministic process. Some refined methods by genetic algorithms to
combine the FIS and the ANN models were able to mitigate possible errors derived from
sensitive controls for valves and dampers in the energy supply networks [12]. The control
efficiency of genetic algorithms for fuzzy linguistic models and specific membership func-
tions was compared to the conventional controls with stepwise tuning rules at the various
types of buildings [13]. The linguistic models were able to deal with ambiguous situations
which cannot be defined by fixed numbers. In particular, the models have provided quite
effective solutions in a specific environmental situation where conventional approaches are
difficult to find clear control and tuning rules [14]. Various advanced control methods of
the combining fan and damper systems were investigated to reach the thermal demands of
indoor environments using specific weather conditions. The fast improvement of computer
technology has made the ANN algorithm possible to approach the various complex prob-
lems. Before using the ANN, they had not been solved due to the difficulty of explosive
increases in calculations to be handled with every single increase in variables. Because
of such advantages, the ANN algorithm has successfully assisted in solving the issues
dealing with lighting, equipment, and envelopes. The components of the building system
can impact on energy consumption, air quality, and gas emission requiring the analyses
of possible hidden correlations derived from huge data. By combining conventional and
advanced algorithms, several improved approaches were tested to respond to various
demands at specific geometries or climate conditions for buying electricity, natural gas, and
petrol, and their actual costs. While there are methodological approaches to find a best-fit
model by testing various algorithms in one experimental model, there are methods to find
optimized conditions for a specific control algorithm by applying various experimental
and simulated results [15,16].

1.3. Thermal Comfort Index

Unlike the mechanical approaches in controlling energy-related factors, the improve-
ment of the control accuracy is closely related to the indoor thermal comfort in buildings.
Through various experimental studies, it has been confirmed that various factors influence
the constancy of the indoor thermal comfort such as building geometry, system operation,
and occupant behavior. In order to accurately measure the comfort levels, various methods
to quantify the factors have been studied. As one of the intuitive ways, survey studies
that investigate and analyze users’ responses have been conducted according to specific
characteristics of location, climate condition, and building type and size. Although the
level of objectification of indicators was not high enough, the approaches have continued
to be made to objectify users’ subjective responses as effective comfort indicators in various
directions [17–19]. In order to minimize the deterministic subjectivity in such studies,
the predicted mean vote (PMV) was frequently utilized with mathematical models and
functions to define realistic thermal sensation [20,21]. Although the conditions were limited
in the office building with simplified geometries, a theoretical model was developed to
save about 30% on energy use, improving indoor thermal comfort by 16% to 29% compared
to existing controls [22]. For the improvement of building control models to satisfy thermal
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regulations, many different types of energy efficiency measures were studied in a build-
ing’s performance to improve of space types, building envelopes, and thermal systems
associated with human factors [23]. Since the existing PMV index cannot be interpreted
as a principle or best-fit model that perfectly reflects resident comfort, there have been
several approaches such as genetic or adaptive algorithms for refining factors. In addition,
data-driven genetic algorithms were adopted to refine the FIS or ANN models for making
structures precise and realistic by use of co-simulation programs. In addition, by means of
instantly connecting occupant responses, adaptive and predictive models for increasing
thermal sensation satisfaction were investigated to define the performance of mathematical
and mechanical control strategies for the reduction of energy consumption [24,25].

1.4. Problem Statement

The advantages of the recent technologies in terms of energy efficiency and control
methodologies have been consistently studied to satisfy thermal requirements. However,
there have not been comprehensive studies between the energy use and indoor thermal
comfort, which are bound to influence each other [26]. Moreover, in-depth studies are not
being conducted on whether conventional single-switch models such as thermostats are
only at a disadvantage in all aspects in this comprehensive control area. Therefore, it is
imperative to analyze the differences in the performance of each model associated with
the control accuracy for both energy consumption and thermal comfort. The investigation
is carried out on how efficient or inefficient the network-based model that has learned
the specific climate data is compared to switch models that perform an immediate on and
off. This direction can be an effective way to approach the comprehensive process that
combines users’ thermal satisfaction and the building’s physical performance.

2. Methodology
2.1. Simulation Process

As indicated in Figure 1, the simulation process utilized seven outdoor temperature
conditions from weather data of the US Department of Energy, Washington D.C. such as
hot-humid, hot-dry, mixed-dry, cold, very-cold, and marine. Based on the energy transfer
between indoor and outdoor, six thermal factors were used to calculate thermal comfort
levels such as dry-bulb temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative humidity, external
work rate, metabolic rate, and occupant clothing insulation. For the deterministic models,
the single-switch controller (SC) and the fuzzy controller (FC) were used, and for the
network-based controller (NC), the ANN algorithm was trained by using the results of
the two different controllers as seven different Tout conditions. According to the results in
association with the PMV setting values, an adaptive process worked to adjust its Tset.

The SC model adopted a typical thermostat dead-band setting as 1.0 ◦C threshold
for each Tset for heating and cooling [27,28]. In the case of NC, a total of 70 different
weather information points as seven climate zones were obtained from the website of the
US Department of Energy, which stores the weather data used by simulation applications.
In the cases that an optimized value for supply air conditions was not found in a trained
model, the process used the other trained model in different Tout conditions to find a more
appropriate value. For better performances of this simulation, there are some assumptions
to reduce resources in this simulation: this room is an independent module equipped with
one heating and cooling system with a dual duct work; the pressure variations of indoor air
speed are neglected; the air leakage within a building’s duct systems and air flow in spaces
are neglected. As indicated in Table 1 and Figure 2, simulation parameters including the
climate condition of Shanghai, China from the International Weather for Energy Calculation
(IWEC) data, were referred from design manuals and guidelines in building simulation
studies. Then, some values were fixed like air speed as 0.1 m/s, external work rate as
0 W/m2, metabolic rate as 1.2 W/m2, and clothing insulation (clo) as 1.2 m2·K/W [29,30].
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Figure 1. Thermal control design strategy.

Table 1. Modeling and simulation conditions.

No. Design Parameter Template or Value

1 Building type Small office building

2 Building geometry 19.5 m × 19.5 m × 4 m

3 Wall depth 0.15 m

4 Thermal resistance of wall 5.76 × 10−3 K/W

5 Number of windows 6

6 Window geometry 1 m × 1 m

7 Window depth 0.02 m

8 Thermal resistance of window 2.14 × 10−3 K/W

9 Tset for Clg (cooling) 25.5 ◦C

10 Tset for Htg (heating) 20.0 ◦C

11 Mass flow rate into room 3600 kg × hour−1

12 Weather condition 28th April, Shanghai in China (IWEC data)
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Figure 2. Outdoor temperature.

The control algorithms in the FC and the NC utilized the result values from mem-
bership functions using the temperature difference (E) between Tset and Troom, and the
derivative of the temperature differences (∆E). When given certain external conditions, the
FC sent out an immediate result derived from the fuzzy membership functions, but the NC
sent out the most appropriate signal after comparing the learning results of the weather
condition including other six different weather conditions. A building space model was
derived from an ongoing network model, and the weather data at April 28th in Shanghai,
China was chosen for the investigation of mid-spring when air conditioning and heating
occur at the same time [31,32].

2.2. Thermal and Comfort Models

The energy transfer function of the building system is given as Equation (1). For
the higher effectiveness of using simulation resources, this thermal model used some
assumptions. This system does not work in association with the mass flow rate and
enthalpy. The flow rate in the space, from the conservation of mass flow rate, is not
changed. In addition, the thermal energy loss of this building space only occurs in the
conduction through the solid walls and fenestrations.

dTrm

dt
=

1
mroomCv

((
Troom − Tout

1/(hout A) + D/(kA) + 1/(hout A)

)
+
(
mhtCp(Tht − Troom)

))
(1)

Commonly in several related studies, human comfort is quantified by the PMV. In
addition, the predicted percentage of dissatisfied (PPD) is utilized to complement some
weaknesses of the PMV. The functions are developed by the exponential of metabolic
rate reflecting some major factors and the amount of thermal load as follows [33,34]. The
numerical results are used without supplementing the existing PMV model or conducting
surveys to validate the results.

PMV = 3.155
(

0.303e−0.114M + 0.028
)

L (2)

L = qm,h − fclhc(Tcl − Ta)− fclhr(Tcl − Tr)− 156
(

Wsk,req −Wa

)
− 0.42(qm,h − 18.43)− 0.00077M(93.2− Ta)− 2.78M(0.0365−Wa) (3)

PPD = 100− 95e(−0.03353PMV4−0.2179PMV2) (4)

where M is the metabolic rate, L is the thermal load, fcl is the ratio of clothed surface area
to DuBois surface area (Acl/AD), hc is the convection heat transfer coefficient, Tcl is the
average surface temperature of clothed body, Ta is the air temperature, hr is the radiative
heat transfer coefficient, Tr is the mean radiant temperature, Wa is the air humidity ratio,
and Wsk is the humidity ratio at the skin temperature.

As indicated, three different signals are sent to the system for thermal controls for
energy consumption and indoor comfort. The SC is a typical system utilized in real
buildings over the world, which is switched on and off by the initial setting for appropriate
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cooling and heating temperature. The FC is to calculate the optimized conditions and values
of the supply air determined by the difference between setpoint and room temperature.
Equations (5) and (6) explain two inputs wherein the temperature difference between the
setpoint and the room temperature (E) is used for the calculation of a derivative of the
temperature difference (∆E) [35–37]:

E = Tset − Troom (5)

∆E = (En − En−1)/∆t (6)

In the FC, for the amount of air and its temperature as two outputs, total five mem-
bership functions were utilized for each input in accordance with the setting values as 0%
to 100% for mass and −10 ◦C to 10 ◦C for temperature. It was assumed that the range of
controlling the amount of mass in the output variable was 0 (0%) to 1 (100%). The first
layer, which consists of inputs 1 and 2, supplies the input values to the next layer. In the
FIS, a triangle membership function is defined for a range of the outputs as the maximum
equal to 1 and the minimum equal to 0. A detailed computational process for outputting in
the fuzzy membership function can be found in several studies [35–37].

(x) = triangle(x; ai, bi, ci) =


x ≤ ai → 0

ai ≤ x ≤ bi → (x−ai)
(bi−ai)

bi ≤ x ≤ ci → (ci−x)
(ci−bi)

ci ≤ x → 0

(7)

Based on the above, the intersections of each expression of zero, low, medium, and
large occurring at an interval were defined. When E and ∆E are estimated as 0.1 and −10,
the model sends the signal for the indoor temperature as a very small change with positive
(+) and a big change with negative (−), respectively. Next, it interprets the signals as zero
for amount of air and low for air temperature. Then, the model converts the linguistic
values into numbers as about 0% for the amount of air and about−1 ◦C for air temperature,
respectively.

The NC using the ANN includes a large class of different inner structures, and the
selections of a nonlinear mapping function x with a network. In function approximation,
the neural network is the multilayer perception which consists of 2 inputs, 10 neurons in
1 hidden layer, and 1 output. Figure 3 displays a flow diagram in the neural network.
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The inputs of x1, . . . xk to the neuron are multiplied by the weights wk
i. Then, they are

summed up with the constant bias term of θi. By the process, the calculation result of ni is
the input to the activation function g(nk

i) in Equation (8) [38].

n =
K

∑
i=1

xiωi − θ (8)
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The NC utilizing the ANN model uses the two inputs of E and ∆E from each simulation
output of the FIS with the threshold setting values from −1 to +1. The ten single nodes
in the multilayer perception network are utilized for the hidden layers within the output
and inputs.

2.3. Simulation Block Model

In order to find the optimized control strategies, this research analyzes the control
characteristics of the single switch and network-based models with a combined simulation
model. There are three independent models (thermostat as SC, FIS as FC, and ANN as NC)
working in the simulation process by a programming language application. After reading
the indoor and outdoor thermal conditions, the SC sends the control signals directly into
the thermal transfer model, and the FC separates the cooling and heating signals and
optimizes them through the membership functions inside by the temperature difference (E)
and the derivative of the differences (∆E). By using the same E and ∆E, the NC separate
the cooling and heating signals from the control models, which have learned the control
patterns of the two models. When reading the outdoor condition, the other ANN model,
which learned patterns of seven different climate conditions, finds the most similar pattern,
and sends the values at that point. For better simulation performance, calculating the
results of the PMV models through indoor conditions determined by these controlled
signals was repeated within the simulation configuration to investigate the control patterns
of a day, 28th April.

In brief, the simulation process is summarized as follows:

(1) Create simulation modules of building, thermal, PMV, SC, and FC.
(2) Using weather data from seven different climatic zones, the energy use and the

comfort levels of the SC and FC modules are simulated.
(3) With the results, the ANN module is learned and the NC module is built.
(4) Different weather condition is inputted into the entire simulation model including

the SC, FC, and NC modules.
(5) With the results, their performances of energy use and thermal comfort are compared.

This simulation design scenario and process are visualized by a simulation block
diagram in Figure 4. As a simulation configuration of the ANN training, a scale conjugate
gradient algorithm, 1000 times iterations, and 7 epochs were utilized. From the simulation
results, it was confirmed that the R2 values were calculated as much as 0.99668 for air mass
and 0.99027 for air temperature as quite high values for the statistical validation.
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3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Temperature and Thermal Comfort

By using the parameters and objective functions, the performance of controlling air
supply was examined by use of spatial thermal and human factors which cause undesirable
changes in thermal comfort. In Figures 5–8, it is confirmed that the PPD values change
similarly with changes in Troom. In areas where the heating occurs at nighttime, the
PPD values are maintained between −0.5 and 0 to create a relatively pleasant indoor
environment. However, considering that the cooling generally stays near 1.0 during the
daytime from 13:00 to 18:00, it is necessary to adjust the Tset for the improvement the
thermal comfort.
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As indicated in Figures 7 and 8, unlike the SC, the NC properly operated to keep
the PPD value below 10% from 00:00 to 11:00. Despite the NC not maintaining the PPD
level under 10%, it can be found that the average degree of the PPD at daytime was
maintained lower than two different controllers. The signals were controlled to reduce the
PPD values by under 40% as shown in 13:00 and 19:00 in Figure 8. Therefore, the patterns
of the PPD indicate strong evidence that the network-based algorithm can properly work
to reduce PPD levels. The key is how to lower the PPD level below 10%, which may
require comprehensive assumptions or frameworks considering more complex relationship
between comfort factors, such as mean radiant temperature, indoor air speed, occupant
metabolic rate, and occupant clothing insulation.

3.2. Energy Transfer

In Figures 9 and 10, the control results of the SC and FC were confirmed. For the FC,
although there is a significant advantage in the consistency of maintaining Troom due to the
high density of the control signals, it can be considered similar to SC in that it performs
direct controls in each indoor thermal situation. Unlike the two controllers, the NC in
Figure 11 effectively controls the air supply excepting for the start and end of the system
operation. By the learning process and the sensitive control, the NC effectively responds to
Tout to send an effective signal, thus the ANN as a predictive model is properly operated
to maintain the constancy of the thermal comfort. At this point, it implies the fact that
the inevitable increase in energy consumption may not be avoided, however, due to the
consistency of controls, it can be seen that the peak energy demand to be supplied at
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each point is very small. Thus, a numerical analysis of how energy consumption actually
occurred is imperative.
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3.3. Numerical Comparison

As indicated in the first two rows in Table 2, although the difference is not quite large,
the FC works efficiently at the integral of absolute error (IAE). The NC indicates relatively
small errors even in both heating and cooling by about 6.3% and 3.1%, respectively, as
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compared to the SC. The predictive process of the NC efficiently works to respond to Tout
and maintains indoor thermal comfort to effectively reach Tset. In terms of the PPD levels,
the difference between each control is even more noticeable. By use of the root mean square
error (RMSE) of the PPD, the results of two immediate deterministic models are worse than
that of the network-based learning model. The NC model works properly to reduce the
values by about 6.1% and 9.4% in comparison with the SC and the FC, respectively.

Table 2. Comparison of control accuracy by three controllers.

No. Index SC FC NC

1 IAE for heating 59.97 58.56 56.21

2 IAE for cooling 81.89 81.65 79.32

3 RMSE of PPD 23.73 24.61 22.29

As shown in Table 3, the FC is found to consume considerably more energy than the
SC. Compared to SC, which no longer consumes energy due to switching off once the Troom
reaches Tset, the FC can be attributed to continuous energy consumption by detecting the
differences between indoor and outdoor conditions and their changes. However, as well
as effectively reducing the PPD levels, the NC shows good results in the row of energy
use intensity as a unit of energy consumption. The NC model worked properly to reduce
the energy consumption by about 1.8% and 39.5% in comparison with the SC and FC
models, respectively. As a result, for the NC, which combines learning of control results
with learning of different weather conditions, its efficiency improves from about 6.1% to
9.4% for the thermal dissatisfaction levels and from about 1.8% to 39.5% for the energy
consumption as compared to SC and FC models, respectively. However, as indicated in
the tables, the difference of 3.9% in the consistency of thermal comfort and 1.8% in the
energy consumption may be offset by the effect on actual workability and productivity
that the difference produces. When retrofitting or replacing existing thermal software and
hardware, the analysis of economic feasibility may have to be preceded, especially in the
case of low-income housing or labor-intensive facilities.

Table 3. Comparison of energy use by three controllers.

No. Index SC FC NC

1 Heating gain (MJ) 231,389.4 435,638.1 229,680.8

2 Cooling gain (MJ) 86,029.3 79,248.5 82,068.5

3 Energy use intensity (kWh/m2·yr) 108.5 176.0 106.5

4. Conclusions

This research proposed an analytic comparison to examine the performance of the
processes of a single-switch model, a fuzzy-based deterministic model, and a network-
based learning model. The conventional single-switch deterministic model may have some
advantages in initial installation and maintenance costs based on its simplicity, however its
immediate controls of indoor thermal comfort are neglected in response to rapid changes
in thermal conditions and occupant activities. In order to compensate this weakness, the
research analyzed the validity of the models using the fuzzy logic that sends out signals
through an immediate analysis based on the two elements, and using a neural network that
sends out signals through the most similar situations derived from the learning past data.
From the results, it was concluded that the network-based process improves the thermal
comfort level by about 6.1% to 9.4% and the energy efficiency by about 1.8% to 39.5% as
compared to the two deterministic processes. It implies the fact that, in a specific weather
condition, the performance of the network-based learning process was quite efficient. If its
algorithm correction to mitigate overshoots is made for the initial time when the system
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turns on, the result can be used to reduce system’s capacity by inhibiting overshoots of
heating and cooling air supply, and utilizing the relatively low constant pattern of the
network-based process.

The overall framework of this research has a weakness of neglecting various un-
predictable physical conditions that may occur in real buildings. In areas where energy
consumption and thermal comfort are considered at the same time, as indicated in the
result tables, the conventional thermostats still may have some advantages in terms of
economic feasibility. In addition, the objective was to clearly identify differences in de-
mands of heating and cooling air supply for each process, so some important variables
were simply assumed to be fixed values in calculating the comfort level associated with the
control errors. For these reasons, a follow-up study will be performed for the validation
process of the actual effectiveness of network-based processes in a more comprehensive
way reflecting practical parameters in built environments and an adaptive process for
thermal comfort. In addition, a lab-scaled model or a plug-in application can be utilized to
practically examine the performance of this theoretical process.
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Abbreviations

A area of material(s) (m2) ṁout mass flow-rate outside room (kg/h)
Clg cooling mroom·air mass flow-rate in room air (kg)
Cv specific heat capacity at constant volume (J/kg·K) Qloss heat loss by convection and transmission (J)
Cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure (J/kg·K) Qgain heat gain by convection and transmission (J)
D thickness of material(s) (m) R thermal resistance (K/W)
fcl ratio of clothed surface area to DuBois surface area Tcl average surface temperature of clothed body (◦C)
Htg heating Tht air temperature from heater (◦C)
hin, hout convection heat transfer coefficient inside, outside (W/m2·K) Tout outdoor temperature (◦C)
IAE integral of absolute errors Tr mean radiant temperature (◦C)
k thermal conductivity (W/m·K) Troom room temperature (◦C)
L thermal load Tset set-point temperature (◦C)
M metabolic rate U internal energy (J)
ṁht mass flow-rate from system (kg/h) W work (J)
ṁin mass flow-rate inside room (kg/h) Wa, Wsh humidity ratio of air, at the skin temperature
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